Step2 Extreme Coaster

About this item

Important Made In USA Origin Disclaimer: For certain items sold by Walmart on Walmart.com, the displayed country of origin information may not be accurate or consistent with manufacturer information. For updated, accurate country of origin data, it is recommended that you rely on product packaging or manufacturer information.

Kids will have hours of fun with this Step2 Extreme Coaster. It features a durable plastic construction with stainless-steel hardware. The Step2 Extreme roller coaster car has handgrips, a footrest and a high seat back. Your backyard will become a mini amusement park with this cool toy.

SP1610
Features
- Extreme coaster decals
- Durable poly construction lasts for years
- Weight limit: 75 lbs
- Color: Multi-colored
- Hardware Finish: Stainless steel
- Material: Plastic
- Hardware Material: Stainless steel
- Number of Items Included: 2
- Country of Manufacture: United States

Extreme Coaster

Make your backyard a mini amusement park with this Step2 Toy Roller Coaster. This huge colorful kid’s roller coaster toy is designed for preschoolers but still a hit with older children. Climbing the stairs to reset the ride helps to foster balance and develop gross motor skills while giving kids plenty of exercise during outdoor play. Durable enough to be left outside year round, this toy roller coaster will be an instant backyard hit. Made in USA of US and imported parts from China.

- The roller coaster toy's extreme colors and styling will excite children of all ages and encourage them to get outside and play
- The coaster’s easy-entry car allows for balanced mounting and riding down the roller coaster's real track hill
- As kids push the coaster car up the stairs to the top of the roller coaster ride, they will build strength and coordination
- Kids will learn how to cooperate with one another as they take turns riding down the Extreme Coaster
- Maximum weight limit car can hold: 75 lbs. (34.1 kg)
- Bike helmets not included
- Check out our Step2 Moms (& Dads) in Motion assembly video* to see how this product is assembled
- Adult supervision, set up and assembly required
- Also available as combo
- Many videos feature the old color palette of this item, which is no longer available. These videos still depict the fun play value this kid toy coaster provides.

RECOMMENDED AGE: 3 and up
PRODUCT NUMBER: 8516KR
DIMENSIONS: 40.75 H 30.50 W 132.75 D
WEIGHT: 79 lbs

URL: http://www.walmart.com/ip/Step2-Extreme-Coaster/43348893

*Note: The above images do not reflect an exact replica of the product page due to space limitations. Relevant product origin information has been extracted and highlighted by TINA.org.

Step2.com

EXTREME COASTER™

$279.99

ADD TO CART

IS THIS A GIFT? DON'T SPOIL THE SURPRISE!
This items ships with an image of the product on its outer packaging.
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